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Abstract—Low-power GPUs have become ubiquitous, they
can be found in domains ranging from wearable and mobile
computing to automotive systems. With this ubiquity has come a
wider range of applications exploiting low-power GPUs, placing
ever increasing demands on the expected performance and
power efficiency of the devices. The LPGPU2 project is an
EU-funded, Innovation Action, 30-month-project targeting to
develop an analysis and visualization framework that enables
GPU application developers to improve the performance and
power consumption of their applications. To this end, the project
follows a holistic approach. First, several applications (use cases)
are being developed for or ported to low-power GPUs. These
applications will be optimized using the tooling framework in
the last phase of the project. In addition, power measurement
devices and power models are devised that are 10x more accurate
than the state of the art. The ultimate goal of the project is to
promote open vendor-neutral standards via the Khronos group.
This paper briefly reports on the achievements made in the first
phase of the project (till month 18) and focuses on the progress
made in applications; in power measurement, estimation, and
modelling; and in the analysis and visualization tool suite.
Index Terms—GPUs, Low Power, Embedded Computing, Power
Modelling, Performance Counters, Microbenchmarks, Visualiza-
tion, API Interposer, Data Collection

I. INTRODUCTION

Consumers today expect to be able to carry around a
supercomputer that has detailed graphical displays, is easy
to use and lasts for several days on a single battery charge.
Not only that, users also expect their devices to observe,
hear and understand the world around them. Such devices
range from smartphones that can understand human spoken
requests all the way to self-driving cars. Delivering such
capabilities requires very power efficient Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs).

The strict power limitation of battery-powered devices
means that these demands cannot be met by hardware im-
provements alone and the software must better exploit the
available resources. Unfortunately, GPU application develop-
ers are hindered when creating low-power GPU software by
the quality of current performance and power analysis tools. To
give an example, we are currently evaluating the performance
of the Vulkan API [1] and comparing it to that of CUDA [2],

Fig. 1. Vector addition kernel results

OpenCL [3] and OpenGL [4]. Vulkan is a lightweight API
that provides more control to the programmer of when and
where work happens through queues and command buffers,
and is therefore expected to have a low API overhead and
probably perform better compared to other frameworks. As
a first step, we have developed CUDA, OpenCL, OpenGL
and Vulkan versions of a simple vector addition kernel. The
execution time results on two platforms AMD RX560 and
NVIDIA GTX1050Ti are shown in Figure 1. Contrary to
our expectations, the OpenCL and CUDA versions performed
better than the Vulkan implementation on both platforms. To
investigate this, we needed to have access to performance
analysis tools on both platforms. However, currently there are
no performance analysis tools supporting Vulkan on either
platform. We had to resort to analyzing the generated assembly
code in order to explain the differences in performance. It is
worth mentioning that this is even worse on mobile platforms.
There is a lack of performance analysis tools and often access
to disassemblers and such low level tools is not provided. This
is clearly not a viable solution, not just because not all GPU
programmers are hardware experts but it also hinders their
efficiency and productivity.

To address this problem, the LPGPU2 consortium has come
together to work on aiding developers in creating software



Fig. 2. General diagram of the LPGPU2 framework

for low-power GPUs. The overall objective of the LPGPU2

project is to develop a performance and power visualization
and analysis tool suite enabling GPU software developers to
analyze and optimize their applications. The framework or tool
suite is based on AMD’s CodeXL [5] and will support multiple
open APIs such as OpenCL, Vulkan, OpenGL and SYCL [6]
as well as multiple GPU platforms. To better visualise the
framework, Figure 2 depicts a general overview of the different
components addressed by the LPGPU2 project. In addition,
LPGPU2 has the following objectives.

• To evaluate the tool suite on applications using the
aforementioned APIs on low-power GPUs. Some of these
applications have to be developed for or ported to low-
power GPUs.

• To optimize these applications using the LPGPU2 tool
suite.

• To develop power models and power measurement de-
vices that will aid in estimating power consumption as
well as performance.

• To devise and promote open standards maximising the
project’s impact. The LPGPU2 consortium promotes open
and vendor-neutral performance and power counters stan-
dards via the Khronos group.

The LPGPU2 consortium consists of one university (Berlin
University of Technology, TUB) and four companies (Think
Silicon, Codeplay, Samsung, and Spin Digital). TUB has lead-
ing experts in power measurement, estimation, and modeling
as well as GPU architecture. TUB also acts as the coordinator
of the project. The companies in the consortium are world
leaders in power-efficient GPU design (Think Silicon), GPU
and compute tools (Codeplay), graphics standards and appli-
cations (Samsung), and video codecs as well as media players
(Spin Digital).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe
the progress made in low-power GPU applications. Section III
explains how we measure, estimate, and model the power con-
sumption of embedded low-power GPUs. Section IV briefly
describes the tool suite, which will mainly be developed in
the second half of the project. Finally, Section V draws some

conclusions and describes the work that is currently being
carried out.

II. APPLICATIONS

As part of LPGPU2 several applications are being developed
and ported to low-power GPU platforms. These applications
combine graphics and compute parts, and require the use
of existing and emerging APIs such as OpenGL ESTM [4],
OpenCLTM [3], [7], and VulkanTM [1], in order to deliver
the required performance and functionality. These applications
will be used as benchmarks for the power and performance
analysis tool being developed as part of the project. Figure 2
illustrates the role of the applications in LPGPU2 .

The applications under consideration are important com-
mercially for individual partners in the area of their core
businesses:

• Spin Digital develops video codecs for the next genera-
tion of ultra high quality media. In LPGPU2 , Spin Digital
is developing a media player based on the H.265 video
codec. The main contribution has been the development
of a high performance and high quality multi-API video
rendering engine. When combined together with the
H.265 video decoder, the new video rendering engine
allows the creation of state-of-the art media playback
applications in areas such as UHD TV, Virtual Reality
(VR), and large screen display.

• Samsung graphics team in the UK is responsible for
Android mobile graphics in their platforms. Their appli-
cations are related to Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented
Reality (AR), and font rendering. Any output from this
work will help in improving Samsungs’ mobile graphics
platform where their mobile phones could be used for VR
using GearVR, their mobile camera can used for AR and
their mobile phone screen could be used for displaying
text using font rendering.

• To realize the possibilities of computational photogra-
phy, applications must access the hardware at low level.
This would allow to control individual ISP blocks, as
well as send and receive detailed information from the
hardware, including exposure settings, flash, focus point,
timestamps, and raw image sensor data. Using the GPU
for post-camera processing is a promising direction since
the bulk of the memory traffic can be eliminated. Think
Silicon has built three different implementations of a
set of ISP algorithms (in C, in NEMA|GFX, and in
Vulkan). An ISP demonstrator based on NEMA|GFX [8],
a proprietary low-level graphics API of Think Silicon,
was developed and presented at industrial exhibitions
with the goal of exploiting commercial opportunities of
executing ISP and post-camera processing algorithms on
embedded GPUs.

• TensorFlowTM [9], is an artificial intelligence framework
that can be used for executing machine learning algo-
rithms. While a computation expressed using TensorFlow
can be executed across heterogeneous systems, support
has so far been limited to NVIDIA R© processors using



Fig. 3. LPGPU2 power measurement testbed

CUDA R© [2]. In order to enable developers to access a
wider range of processors, we are working to bring sup-
port for OpenCL devices to the TensorFlow framework
using SYCL. OpenCL is a framework for writing pro-
grams that execute across heterogeneous platforms, and
SYCL is a royalty-free, cross-platform C++ abstraction
layer that builds on the underlying concepts, portability
and efficiency of OpenCL, while adding the ease-of-
use and flexibility of modern C++14. Parallelization is
also important from a processing and power management
perspective. Since tensors are n-dimensional vectors, hav-
ing access to parallelization of the TensorFlow code is
important not just at the training stage, but also when
performing inference on new data sets.

III. POWER MEASUREMENT, ESTIMATION & MODELING

Another large area of the project is the measurement, esti-
mation and modeling of the power consumption of embedded,
low power GPUs, as well as the SoCs that employ these GPUs.
The derived power models will be integrated in the LPGPU2

toolchain and will act as a valuable mean to locate the most
power consuming parts of the executed applications.

A. LPGPU2 Power Measurement Testbed
In order to verify and calibrate our power models, the

LPGPU2 project also developed its own power measurement
testbed for embedded SoCs. The first LPGPU project also
used a power measurement testbed, but relied on a CotS USB
DAQ and custom signal processing circuits. While this setup
worked, it was cumbersome to use due to several issues:
closed source drivers prevented the use of regular up to
date Linux distributions, sample rate and resolution could be
improved and the wiring between custom signal conditioning
was prone to loose contacts. The LPGPU2 power measurement
testbed, shown in Figure 3, improves upon the old testbed: the
complete circuit, firmware and host software was designed as
part of the project, sample rate and resolution was improved
and new software was written to support measurements of
embedded Android based platforms.

B. Data-Dependent Power Consumption
The switching activity of CMOS circuits depends on the

processed data. As CMOS dynamic power depends on the

Fig. 4. GLBench microbenchmark

switching activity, this also influences the energy consumption.
Our initial experiments showed a large influence of data values
on the energy consumption of commercial GPUs. In one
experiment the power consumption increased by 65%, when
changing the processed data without changing the number of
executed instructions or memory accesses patterns. Conven-
tional architectural power models for GPUs do not consider
the influence of data on power. The LPGPU2 project developed
a novel power model for GPU ALUs, that takes the data-
dependence into account [10]. By considering data dependent
metrics such as hamming distances, the power consumption
of the data path could be predicted with 85.6% smaller errors
than previous models.

C. Microbenchmarks

A microbenchmarking suite was developed to automatically
characterize the power and performance characteristics of each
platform. This suite consists of several different benchmarking
applications. CPUBench is responsible for stressing the CPU
under various load conditions. CLBench is used to stress
the compute part of the GPU with OpenCL test kernels.
GLBench is a Android applications that employs OpenGL
ES 3.1 to stress the vertex and pixel shaders of the GPU.
A screenshot from GLBench stressing the vertex shaders is
shown in Figure 4. Each applications is able to execute several
different microbenchmarks. CLBench as well as GLBench
can be configured via flexible configuration scripts. New
microbenchmarks can be added by simply writing a new script
with the kernels and options describing how these kernels
should be executed. These microbenchmarks are executed on
the device to discover the influence of the different perfor-
mance counters on the power consumption.

D. Android Power Model

One result of the project is the development of a flexible
power model for Android based systems. The power model
collects performance counters suitable for power estimation.
The microbenchmarks described in the previous section are
used to calibrate the power model. After the calibration has
been performed for a platform, power consumption can be
predicted from the performance counters without requiring
extra measurement hardware. An overview of this setup is



Fig. 5. Overview of the power model and evaluation platform
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Fig. 6. Power model methodology verified at Nema GPUs

shown in Figure 5. Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is used as
communication channel between a lightweight performance
counter collection software running on the device and the
power model running on a host PC. A special alignment
procedure is used to ensure that performance counter data and
measured power data are synchronized.

E. GPU Power Model Verified at Netlist-level

While the previous power model relied on microbench-
marks and public architectural information, we also wanted to
determine how accurate power estimations can be achieved,
when full knowledge of the architecture is available. Most
importantly, how the power estimations can be improved when
the performance monitoring hardware is built in tandem with
the power model. To this end, a fully parameterized power
model is created and a methodology for selecting the suit-
able set of hardware performance counters is developed. The
proposed methodology attempts to reduce the set of required
hardware counters for a given upper bound or maximum error
in estimating the power consumption of embedded GPUs.
The outcome of this activity is validated in Think Silicon
GPUs and in particular in 3D multi-threaded and multi-core
NEMA—t GPU [11] assuming various configurations (altering
the number of GPU hardware threads, the number of cores),
process technologies (TMSC@40nm and FDSOI@25nm), and
operating configurations (two voltage/frequency levels).

The calibration and validation of the power model is per-
formed based on fine-grain, netlist-level, power measurements
using the IC power compiler tools of Synopsis. Figure 6
depicts a high level overview of the derived methodology.
The inputs of the power model are: i) the GPU configuration,
ii) the requested accuracy of the power model, and iii) the
training suite (the testbench suite of Think Silicon is used
for this purpose). The outputs of the model are: i) the model
parameters (i.e., the weight factors of a parameterized equation

Fig. 7. Accuracy of the power model when a restricted set (top graph) and
the full set of the monitoring counters (bottom graph) is used

which takes also as input the performance counter values),
ii) the minimal set of required performance counters for the
input accuracy. The heart of the power model is a statistical
correlation model based on a least square linear regression
(LSQR) algorithm [12].

The development of the power model is divided into
two main phases: the training phase and the validation
phase. During the training phase, the initial power model
is created using the testbenches and the netlist-level power
measurements as input. The validation phase includes an
iterative phase in which the number of selected hardware
performance counters is progressively reduced based on a
try-and-error algorithm until the predefined, input accuracy
is achieved. The experimental results of the validation phase
are illustrated in Figure 7 in which 13 ISP/post-camera
processing computation kernels are used (developed also as
part of the LPGPU2 project).

More specifically, Figure 7 shows the reported error assum-
ing two scenarios. In the first scenario (top graph), the target
is to minimize the number of monitoring counters (thus the
HW and run-time overheads) by setting an upper bound in
the power estimations to 25% (maximum error across all ISP
applications). In the second scenario, the goal is to minimize
the output error without imposing any restrictions in the
number of monitoring counters. The grey boxes in the bottom
of both graphs in Figure 7 illustrate the number of counters
utilized in all studied GPU configurations (juxtaposed on the
x-axis). As the graphs illustrate, moving from the restricted
set of counters to the full set, the average error is significantly



Fig. 8. CodeXL displaying data captured from Think Silicon’s Nema GPU

decreased (from 7.76% to 0.32%).

IV. TOOL SUITE

The tool suite provides the infrastructure and mechanisms
to allow the visualization of collected API traces along with
hardware counter data (performance & power). Figure 8 shows
a representative example of the collected data that is visualized
in the project’s tool. Figure 9 depicts a overview of the data
processing architecture of the system. The main components
of the toolsuite are: CodeXL visualization part, Collector,
Interposer, and DC API.

A. CodeXL

As part of LPGPU2 , the CodeXL toolsuite is heavily
extended to support the needs of the project as well as to
provide the required visualization and processing capabilities.
More specifically the database schema is modified to offer
additional types of data, simultaneous timeline and counter
views, and visualisation of OpenGL ES tracing. CodeXL is
also extended to support the visualization of CPU (along
with the GPU) performance counters. Due to the flexible
data processing architecture and the use of standard CodeXL
databases as the de facto data storage format, we are able to
collect and visualize data from devices that are not supported
natively by CodeXL. In the case of LPGPU2 this allows
support for Android based mobile devices such as phones.

B. DC API (Data Collection API)

DC API is a graphics and hardware counter vendor neutral
API that developed within the project. It is designed to to be
located below the application API (e.g., OpenGL ES, EGL,
Vulkan, NEMA—GFX etc.) and access the performance and
power counters in a standardized fashion. DC API interacts
with the Shim module (see below) that enables it to read data
for each enabled counter and then store it for visualization in a
later phase. Between the counter sampling, it remains dormant
until the next sample period.

Fig. 9. Data processing architecture

Fig. 10. Generation of the Shim from XML API description files

C. Shim

The Shim is a C++ based intermediate layer that in inserted
between the application that we wish to collect data for and
the underlying graphics API. This module is generated from
the Khronos API definitions and it is designed to perform
various actions such as: tracing function names, execution
times, monitoring state etc. (Figure 10).
The Shim functionality can be used in two ways that largely
depend on the version of the target Android platform and
other system parameters such as root or unrooted access to
the device, various permissions issues, vendor specific Android
customizations etc. These are:

• Symlinked global interposition: a global shim that tracks
the functions that are called system-wise

• Combined APK build: under this operation, the necessary
binary components are bundled into the APK of the
application that we wish to collect data for, while the
application is also modified to explicitly load the Shim
libraries.

The API definitions that are currently supported by our
framework are provided in Table I.



API Version Notes
EGL 1.5 EGL implementation is quite complex

due to the existence of the eglGetP-
rocAddress function which is used to
provide the address of other functions
within the binary implementation. To
overcome this, it is required to re-
routed around the Shim implementation
to avoid infinite recursion.

OpenGL ES 3.2 GL implementation is complex due to
the existence of the glGetProcAddress
function which is used to provide the
address of other functions within the bi-
nary implementation. To overcome this,
it is required to re-routed around the
Shim implementation to avoid infinite
recursion.

OpenCL 1.1 An XML definition file is created man-
ually for this API from the public spec-
ifications.

Vulkan 1.0 Additional support is needed when sup-
porting Vulkan to perform layer reg-
istration which is needed to interact
correctly with the Vulkan loader. This
is not required for the other APIs.

Nema 1.0 An XML definition is created manu-
ally for NEMA—GFX API of Think
Silicon. In addition, extra tracing in-
formation of NEMA—GFX API calls,
as performed by the SurfaceFlinger of
Android, is inserted into the database.
TABLE I

APIS AND VERSIONS SUPPORTED BY THE TOOL

D. Collector

The collector is the main module written in python and its
main responsibility is to coordinate all the operations and data
collections. The roles of the collector are:

• Start and stop data collection
• Consume raw data files generated from data collection

and generate the CodeXL database
• Manage auxiliary collection files

E. Intermediate File Size Characterization

In order to minimize the workload on the target device, it
is crucial to identify the optimal size for the file chunks that
are created on the target during the data collection process.
As a result, a number of stopwatch tests were performed
to determine the ideal file chunks size. The results of our
experiments can be seen in Table II. In these experiments both
the file chunks size and the generation frequency are altered.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The LPGPU2 project aims to enable GPU programmers
with a framework that allows them to locate and improve
the most power consuming and performance critical parts
of their graphics as well as GPGPU embedded applications.
This paper has outlined how the project addresses these
problems from different perspectives; from power models and
tool development to applications and algorithm optimizations.
The LPGPU2 consortium aims to deliver to the open source
community a toolchain encompassing a GUI interface, APIs,
interposer, and data collectors. The toolchain will equip GPU

Approximate
file size

Target
Gen-
eration
(Hz)

Target
Gen-
eration
(KB/s)

Host
Retrieval
(Hz)—

Host
Retrieval
(KB/s)

1KB 31 31 12.5 12.5
2KB 15 30 12.5 25
5KB 6 30 6 30
10KB 2.8 28 2.8 28
25KB 1.16 29 1.16 29
50KB 0.6 30 0.6 30
100KB 0.3 30 0.3 30

TABLE II
DATA GENERATION AND RETRIEVAL

application developers with the required infrastructure and
mechanisms allowing the visualization and interaction with
the collected data (API traces along with hardware coun-
ters) to enable them to improve the performance and power
consumption of their applications. At the lower level, highly
accurate counter-based power models are being developed and
calibrated for various low power platforms. The success of
the project is ensured by a wide range of applications that are
being developed or extended as part of the project and will
be optimized by the LPGPU2 framework. These applications
are: font rendering, augmented reality, virtual reality, ISP
algorithms, deep learning using the Tensorflow framework as
well as an H.265 codec and a new high-performance video
rendering engine.
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